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Agricultural Export Programs Offer Excellent Returns,
Deserve Continued Funding
WASHINGTON, D.C. – The Coalition to Promote U.S. Agricultural Exports welcomes the results of a
recent econometric study indicating that public-private U.S. agricultural export market development
programs remain highly effective and generate a substantial return on investment.
In letters sent April 27, 2022, members of the Coalition and additional organizations asked U.S. House
and Senate agricultural appropriations subcommittee leadership to maintain funding of at least $200
million for the Market Access Program (MAP) and $34.5 million for the Foreign Market Development
(FMD) program in FY2023. Citing strong competition for growing global food demand, the organizations
said “these modest investments, paired with full private-sector cost share, are invaluable as we race to
reclaim global export markets shut off during the pandemic and diversify markets amid war and
geopolitical unrest.”
Contributing to Ag Exports and Economic Growth
The econometric study conducted by IHS Markit and Texas A&M University agricultural economists Dr.
Gary Williams and Dr. Oral Capps showed export programs have added an average of $9.6 billion per
year to export value between 1977 and 2019. For farmers, livestock producers and dairy operators, the
study showed MAP and FMD increased cash receipts by $12.2 billion per year. The programs also added
225,800 new jobs across the entire U.S. economy, the study indicated.
“Our work indicated that MAP and FMD have accounted for 13.7%, or almost $648 billion, of all the
revenue generated by U.S. agricultural exports between 1977 and 2019,” said Dr. Williams. “The
additional export revenue bolsters the entire U.S agricultural sector and creates a multiplier effect
throughout the U.S. economy.”
“Four studies of export promotion programs since 2007, using various econometric models, have all
shown the same, bottom line result – MAP and FMD work for American agricultural producers,” said
Robbie Minnich, senior government relations representative with the National Cotton Council, and chair of
the Coalition to Promote U.S. Agricultural Exports. “Without question, the economic benefits they return
far exceed the investment made.”
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FAS Partnering with Non-Profit Organizations
The MAP and FMD programs are funded through the the Agricultural Trade Promotion and Facilitation
program in the 2018 Farm Bill and administered by USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS). MAP and
FMD offer competitive grants for export development and promotion activities to non-profit agriculture
organizations that contribute funds from checkoff programs and industry support.
The federal budget for MAP has been fixed at $200 million per year since 2006 and FMD’s $34.5 million
annual budget has not changed since 2002. The HIS Markit study reported that market development
programs also leveraged cooperator and industry contributions, averaging between 70% to 77% of
expenditures from 2013 to 2019, valued at an estimated annual average of $567 million.
ATP Investment Also Analyzed
The study also analyzed the potential impact of the Agricultural Trade Promotion (ATP) program that
USDA established in 2019.
The ATP program provided $300 million to cooperating organizations, to which they contributed $90
million in cash, goods and services. The study’s analysis of future expected return from those
investments between 2019 and 2026 predicts that incremental funding for agricultural export market
development will provide an excellent return.
The study projected ATP funding should generate:
• $11.1 billion in additional agricultural export revenue, about $1.4 billion annually.
• $6.44 billion in farm cash receipts, about $810 million annually.
• $22.6 billion in sales, about $2.8 billion annually.
• $11.2 billion added to the U.S. GDP, about $1.4 billion annually.
• 14,780 jobs in related fields.
U.S. Grains Council (USGC), the export market development organization for feed grains and ethanol, led
the study’s preparation on behalf of FAS and the cooperator community using ATP funds. USGC is
working on a second, qualitative evaluation of ATP, due to be released later in 2022, in cooperation with
FAS, the Distilled Spirits Council of the United States, the U.S. Highbush Blueberry Council, and the USA
Poultry and Egg Export Council.
The full study, the Coalition letters to congressional appropriators, and more information about the value
of U.S. agricultural exports are available at www.AgExportsCount.org.
More about the MAP, FMD and ATP programs are available at:
• https://www.fas.usda.gov/programs/market-access-program-map;
• https://www.fas.usda.gov/programs/foreign-market-development-program-fmd;
• https://www.fas.usda.gov/programs/agricultural-trade-promotion-program-atp.
The Coalition to Promote U.S. Agricultural Exports is a group of 150 organizations focused on protecting
and enhancing U.S. agricultural export promotion programs to help America’s agricultural industry reach
more consumers and compete in a dynamic global marketplace.
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